Restricted lesions of the ventrolateral or dorsal columns of the periaqueductal gray promotes distinct effects on tonic immobility and defensive analgesia in guinea pigs.
Tonic immobility (TI) is an innate defensive response exhibited by prey when physical contact with a predator is prolonged and inescapable. This defensive response is able to activate analgesia mechanisms; this activation has adaptive value because, during an attack by a predator, the manifestation of recuperative behaviors can affect the appropriate behavioral defense strategy. Some studies have suggested that similar structures of the central nervous system can regulate the response of both TI and nociception. Thus, this study evaluated the effect of chemical lesion through the administration of ibotenic acid in restricted brain areas of the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) in guinea pig on the TI response and nociception evaluated in the hot plate test before and after emission of TI. The data showed that an irreversible chemical lesion in the ventrolateral PAG reduced of the TI response as well as defensive antinociception. However, a lesion in the dorsal PAG blocked the defensive antinociception induced by TI but did not alter TI duration. In summary, one could hypothesize that the neural substrates responsible for defensive behavior and antinociception represent similar systems that are distinct in modulation. Thus, the ventrolateral PAG has been associated with the modulation of TI and the defensive antinociception induced by TI. In contrast, the integrity of the dorsal PAG should be necessary for defensive antinociception to occur but not to elicit TI behavior in guinea pigs.